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The inventory exceeds 30,000 digital posters

2014 

Creation of DISPLAYCE by Laure Malergue

About DISPLAYCE

Key figures

DISPLAYCE is the leading technological platform designed to optimise the buying, impact and 

quality of ad campaigns run on digital posters and billboards (DOOH).

Using this programmatic platform, media agencies have access in just one click to France’s 

widest digital inventory, with over 38,000 digital screens, and can thus maximise the value of 

their advertisers’ campaigns in premium formats within targeted environments, to a mass 

audience. This artificial intelligence-based proprietary technology offers automated buying of 

screen space, strong ability to differentiate when targeting, campaign impact optimisation and 

a measurement of the quality of reach.

www.displayce.com/en | contact@displayce.com

38K
digital posters

17M
potential plays/day

97M
potential impressions

OTS/day

+85%
OF GLOBAL DOOH

in France!



Founder of DISPLAYCE, the leading technological platform 
designed to optimise the buying, impact and quality of DOOH 
(Digital-Out-Of-Home) campaigns, Laure Malergue launched 
her start-up in 2014.

Background of Laure Malergue, Founder

As a traffic buyer and then multichannel manager for the leading French e-commerce website, 

Cdiscount, Laure Malergue discovered the power of digital posters and billboards for 

generating point of sale traffic.

However, this innovative and highly effective media is still complex to buy, and its multiple 

strengths are too often under-exploited. She therefore decided to set up DISPLAYCE, the 

leading programmatic platform that facilitates and optimises the buying, impact and quality of 

this rapidly expanding media.

Today, the company is used by all the French agencies and has the widest digital inventory in 

France.

Associate of DISPLAYCE since 2015, Marie Gaestel 
manages the entire sales element, both in France and 
abroad.

Background of Marie Gaestel, Associate

After graduating from business school, Marie gained solid experience at a series of different ad 

sales agencies. In particular, she created and ran 3W Régie, the leading e-commerce media 

buying specialist and one of the top 5 digital media buying agencies in France.

In 2015, she decided to join forces with Laure Malergue, having been convinced by the 

usefulness and positioning of DISPLAYCE. Marie is now VP Sales, running the entire sales 

element of the platform, both in France and abroad.
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Within two years of opening its programmatic platform, DISPLAYCE has established itself 
as the real standard-setter on the French DOOH market. With its inventory of 800 
campaigns, 200 active users, 38,238 digital screens, 12 experts and revenue that has 
increased tenfold in just one year, results are more than positive and demonstrate the 
agencies’ great enthusiasm for this new buying method.

Following several years of R&D and Data analyses, the platform allows DOOH campaign 
obstacles to be overcome. Thanks to new functions and features, it allows agencies to buy 
better, ensure greater impact and optimise the quality of ad campaigns run on French 
digital posters and billboards.

The France’s widest inventory.
DISPLAYCE lets agencies and advertisers buy ad space on DOOH screens in an 
automated, targeted and rationalised way. A first in France! In 2018, the platform ended up 
convincing every French agency to use it, with its innovatory nature bringing companies 
such as Publicis, Tradelab, Screenbase and Amnet on board too. “In 2017, we forged 
strategic partnerships with influential players in France, Europe and the USA to provide 
active support for the growth in DOOH and facilitate programmatic use in this media. 
Today our platform has France’s widest inventory of digital screens and we have invested 
considerably in developing its functions and features. DOOH is an innovative and tactical 
form of media. By injecting AI into our DSP (Demand-Side-Platform), we reveal its full 
potential and push its performance levels still further.” says Laure Malergue, Founder and 
CEO of DISPLAYCE.

DISPLAYCE OPTIMISES THE BUYING, IMPACT AND QUALITY OF DOOH CAMPAIGNS 
BY INJECTING SOME AI INTO ITS PROGRAMMATIC PLATFORM!
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